Finding Anthologies

**Anthology**: a collection of choice works by various authors. To find anthologies on a particular topic in the library use the term “anthology” along with the topic in question. From the library Web site [www.masters.edu/library](http://www.masters.edu/library):

1. Search Solomon with your topic and the word “anthology” (e.g. marijuana anthology). Change “Everything” to “Books and more”; change “All items” to “Books”; leave the rest as is and Search.

2. Some edited or compiled works may qualify as anthologies although they may not use the term in the title. Therefore, you might find what you need by using “compiled by” or “edited by” instead of “anthology”. To find these
   a. use Search Solomon Advanced
   b. in the first search block, type “compiled OR edited” (OR must be in all caps).
   c. in the next search block, type your topic (e.g. “marijuana”)
   d. again change the Material type to “Books” and the Search Scope to “Books and more”
   e. then Search

3. Just keep in mind that not all compiled or edited works are necessarily anthologies (e.g. encyclopedias are edited but are not considered anthologies). Look through the table of contents. If each chapter is written by a different author then the book by definition qualifies as an anthology.